About

Prince Floki Inu is a rebase token with DOGE rewards. Hold $PrinceFloki and receive $DOGE directly in your BEP-20 wallet as a holding reward.

What is Rebase?

Rebase is an increase or decrease in the total supply of a given token across all holding pools and all wallets. This is done in order to adjust the token price, without affecting the value of anyone’s share of coins. This can be beneficial as the chart will always look healthy regardless of dips and we can be on the top gainers parts of websites due to the illusion of a rise in price floor so is a brilliant marketing tool in itself.
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Tokenomics

We set a 15% transaction fee for each transaction:

- **5% DOGE Rewards:** A percentage of each tax goes towards the contract which buys DOGE and distributes it to the holder proportionally.

- **5% Marketing:** This tax ensures there is sufficient amount of funds to sustain the coin in the long run and if needed, will be used to buy tokens to support the chart.

- **3% Locked Liquidity:** Meaning that we will always maintain a stable liquidity pool, keeping your investment safer and more sustainable to hold for the long term.

- **2% Development** This tax exists such that all the marketing tax can be used on the project and any extra costs can be taken care of through these funds.
Roadmap

PHASE #1
• Develop Smart Contract
• Website Launch
• Mass marketing
• PancakeSwap Launch
• Advertising Campaigns
• Various ads on social

PHASE #2
• CoinGecko listing
• CoinMarketCap listing
• List on Blockfolio
• Voluntary donation for community + charity partnership

PHASE #3
• Website Redesign
• Large influencer marketing push
• Exchange Listing
• Second Charity Donation at 5 Million Market Cap
Story

The great Musk, as the king of governors, has the triple nationality of South Africa, Canada and the United States. He is the CEO and CTO of SpaceX, the CEO of Tesla (TESLA), and the chairman of SolarCity's board of directors.

Prince Froggy is the new pet adopted by Musk. Prior to this, Froky had been wandering around in the spirit of persistence and not giving up, looking for food and shelter.

After being adopted by Musk, he followed Musk every day for a long time. After that, Froky, who was already smart, was also infected by Musk's charm, so Prince Froky, who inherited the charm and wisdom of the Arch Governor, also came.

He will convince his followers and his people! Lead them! Become a true pioneer of the moon together!
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Telegram:https://t.me/PrinceFlokiToken
Twitter:https://twitter.com/PrinceFlokiInu
WebSite:https://princeflokiinu.com